1. Megaman setting foot onto a glass elevator on the exterior of the building.
2. As it descends, he walks up to the side
and puts his hand on the glass.
3. Megaman looks out over the ruins of
the city.
4. Megaman punches the glass.
5. the glass shatters and winds whip
through the elevator. Megaman jumps off
and out into the night sky.

Megaman: I have seen this city a thousand times. Through the glass twenty stories high, I have watched this city burn. If
everything that you said is true, there is
no hope son, that someday they will
learn.
But if I stay here with you, then I will
never know the truth.

6. Megaman lands on the ground.
7. CU Megamans head, saying this line.
8. Megaman picks himself up, and walks
down the city street.
9. People glance from behind dirty glass
as Megaman passes.
10. Megaman looks noticing these people, then breaks into a run, anger in his
face.
11. Megaman turns to face the building
he left, looking up at the only floor with a
light on, Lights floor.
12. CU of Light looking down at Megaman, a glowing beacon in the streets of
darkness.
13. Megaman turns and walks away once
again.

Megaman: Do not say this is how it has to
be.
Megaman: But as I walk through the city
streets, these frightened people watching
me pass; there is an evil that holds them
here, and yet they won’t try breaking its
grasp. But if I stay here with you, then I
will leave them to their doom.

Megaman: Do not say this is how it has to
be.
Megaman: You do no better than the
fools of this burning city.
Dr. Light: You have heard me tell this
story
Megaman: Even here it is not safe

14. Megaman enters a makeshift graveyard.

Dr. Light: Many times before you sleep

15. Dr. Light laying out the Protomen
schematics.

Megaman: Even this grave has been defaced

16. Megaman stands at the foot of Protoman’s grave.

17. Dr. Light ripping the paper to shreds.
18. Megaman bends down to wipe the
face of the stone, and sees the graffiti on
it.
19. Light looks up over at the Megaman
schematics.
20. Megaman backs from the grave, and
the graffiti is clearly visible.
21. Anger in Megaman’s eyes.

Dr. Light: No matter how dark this city
gets
Megaman: Someone has written on this
stone

Dr. Light: Even now, there’s hope for
man.
Megaman: In some angry hand
Megaman: Hope rides alone.

22. People gathering in the distance,
looking towards megaman.
23. Megaman turns to face Wily’s fortress
off in the distance.
24. Megamans eyes focus on his destination.
25. Megaman turns and runs off.
26. Megaman presses a button on his
chest, and a helmet materializes on his
head.
27. Megamans hand retracts back to form
his blaster.

Megaman: Do not say

28. Wily’s fortress lights up with spotlights

You do no better

29. Robot guards march down the street
towards Megaman.

Than the fools

30. Megaman, without stopping, blasts
the guards, and runs past them.
31. Megaman ducks incoming fire from a
new set of guards.
32. Megaman breaks into a roll, and
blasts the new group, picks him self up
and finds himself at the gate of Wily’s fortress.

This is how it’s supposed to be

Of this burning city.
And as I live
There is no evil
That will stand.
I will finish
What was started

33. Megaman, anger in his eyes, screaming out, charging up his blaster.

The fight of Protoman.
Robots: We have control.

34. Groups of robot guards march towards the gate.

We keep you safe.

35. CU Megaman determined.

We are your hope.

36. Group of robot soldiers, surrounding
Fireman.

We have control.

37. People gathering behind Megaman to
watch.
38. Gutsman pushing through the battlefield and throwing a solider out of his way.
39. Iceman and Bombman prepare their
battle stances.
40. Megaman preparing for battle. Energy
crackling around him as he charged up
his shot.
41. Elecman also crackling with energy.
42. A large truck/tank pulls out. A shadow
figure at the top stands next to Cutman.
43. Cutman jumps down to the ground,
prepared to fight.

We are in control.

